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Nancy Reagan explains that her husband kept the diaries in his second-floor White House study next to their bedroom. When traveling, heâ€™d bring a volume with him, often
writing while on Air Force One. We just wanted a way to capture the moment and our feelings before we were whisked on to the next day, Nancy explained, so we could savor it a
little more.Â In the bookâ€™s back matter I have included a glossary, where readers will find capsule biographies for people Reagan mentions in the diary. Occasionally in the text
Iâ€™ve placed asterisks to indicate a footnote on the pageâ€™s bottom. The National Security Council read all five diary volumes and redacted only about six pages of material for
national security reasons. The Reagan Diaries is a published version of diaries written by President Ronald Reagan while in the White House. The book was edited by Douglas
Brinkley. For eight years as President, Ronald Reagan kept daily entries in his diary. He was one of the most prolific diarists of all the Presidents of the U.S. An edited version of the
diaries reached No. 1 on the New York Times Bestseller List. Edited by historian Douglas Brinkley, The Reagan Diaries provides a striking insight into one of this nationâ€™s most
important presidencies and sheds new light on the character of a true American leader. Whether he was in his White House residence study or aboard Air Force One, each night
Reagan wrote about the events of his day, which often included his relationships with other world leaders and the unforgettable moments that defined the era. Seldom before has the
American public been given access to the unfiltered experiences and opinions of a President in his own words. To read these diaries... The Reagan Diaries:ronald Reagan Epub Who
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book, more a calendar of daily engagements than a set of reflections on politics and personalities. Brinkley advances the proposition that the Reagans, Ronald and Nancy, have
â€œgiven a gift to history that will endure foreverâ€. This is hyperbole. Brinkley is right to point out, however, that the Reagan revealed in these diaries is â€œprincipled, confident,
happy, free of ego, and devoted to his wifeâ€. What he fails to say is that he is also self-centered, not given to praising others and rarely reflective or analytical about himse

